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￭ Peti is a powerful software with a great variety of features, designed for beginners or advanced users alike. Peti is more than just a'sampler'
and'synthesizer', it is a virtual instrument providing much more options and controls than a typical software sampler. Peti allows for the sequencing of
several instruments together, which means that Peti is a great contender in the field of 'Live' music. The features of Peti are summarized here: ￭ The

sounds of the Harmonium are purely digital, meaning that Peti offers all the realistic sound qualities of the instrument, like'musette' and 'bellows'
noise, without any loss in quality. ￭ Peti can perform automatic as well as manual pumping to simulate the pumping of the bellows of the Harmonium.
￭ Peti allows you to adjust the timbre of each reed combination in the instrument. You can set different timbres in the same instrument as well. ￭ Peti
can emulate the performance of several harmonium models as well as several 'hybrid' reed organs. ￭ There are two separate reed banks, dedicated for

each of the two reed organ timbres in the instrument. ￭ There is the possibility of routing several instruments together. ￭ The controls are not only
functional but also educational, with a comprehensive MIDI learning feature. ￭ Peti is a great contender in the field of 'Live' music, thanks to the
ability of handling several instruments at the same time. We are looking for support and contributions from users. You can contact us at: ￭ Peti's

homepage: ￭ Blog post: ￭ Community on soundonsound: Please take a look at the demo videos to get a better impression of Peti. Demo Videos: ￭
Peti - Learning From The Start ￭ Peti - Tempo ￭ Peti - Jam Audio ￭ Peti - Timeless ￭ Peti - Dirty Music ￭ Peti - Classic Rock ￭ Peti - V
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￭ Resonance: This parameter sets how much physical resonance is modelled to simulate the wooden body of the Harmonium. ￭ Chorus: This
parameter controls the effect which is often called'musette' or 'tremolo' in accordian terminology. ￭ Ratio: This parameter changes the pitch

difference between the two Reed Banks. ￭ Breath: This parameter controls the amount of 'air noise'. ￭ Keys: This parameter controls the amount of
keyboard noise simulated. ￭ Volume: This parameter controls the output level of Peti. ￭ Pitch: This parameter controls the master fine-tuning setting.

￭ Velocity Sensivity: This parameter allows you to adjust the instrument's response to MIDI velocity. ￭ MaxVoices: This parameter sets the
polyphony of Peti, from 1 (mono legato) to 16. ￭ Keyboard Coupler: This control emulates a mechanical 'coupler' which is found in some

Harmoniums. It causes two notes to be played simultaneously by one key, with an interval which may be set to an octave, a fourth, or a fifth. ￭ Scale
Changer: This control shifts the keyboard pitch up to 5 semitones up or down. This allows the player to change key but retain the same fingering, e.g.

to play Eb major scale all on white keys. Keyboard Layout: ￭ C-4 - A-2 - P-4 - M-4 - O-1 - E-1 Peti Features: ￭ C-4 - A-2 - P-4 - M-4 - O-1 - E-1
For me it sounds good but not every reed organ sounds good. If you are looking for a good emulation in amp sims world Peti is a good option to have

on your synth rack. By Nikolai from (North America) on 7/30/2014 5:47:44 PM Yes, it is an older wavetable synth, but I don't think many people
have picked it up yet. Actually, the user interface could be improved a bit with a better overview page with "essentials" (which I just found in MIDI

settings) like import and export settings (can be done with menu and Pd buttons, it's not as crucial as I thought). More precise for 6a5afdab4c
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This application uses Farseer physics engine for accurate simulation of 'Key-Coupled' Reed Organ. It has special effects, which imitate the natural
voice response of the Harmonium - an amazing effect that gives the user control over the instrument. This application features an extensive MIDI
learning system and its controls are easily adjustable. Unique Features: ￭ Utilizes a modern hybrid FM synthesis technology, which consists of two
different signal generators, specialized for acoustic and electronic sounds, each with its own special graphic interface. ￭ It emulates a wide variety of
reed organ variations, from spoons to accordions and everything in between. ￭ Includes two different 'Reed Banks', which can play harmonious multi-
pitch sounds and single pitch tones, and dynamic monophonic sounds as well. ￭ Includes 'Musette Effect' which simulates the cool'musette' or
'tremolo' effects found in the "real" Harmonium. ￭ Includes 'Key Coupling' that provides the user with full access to the'real' Harmonium's
'keyboard'. ￭ Includes 'Scale Changer' which lets the user to play a scale of any song on the Harmonium. ￭ Includes various 'Settings and MIDI
Learning' features. Performance + Culture: This is a unique VST instrument with effects, which emulates the legendary reed organs of India, its
nearest historical neighbours, which are often used for playing fado music, or are simply called "pump organs". But it also lets any musician,
composer or producer have access to these fascinating instruments. This is a unique VST instrument with effects, which emulates the legendary reed
organs of India, its nearest historical neighbours, which are often used for playing fado music, or are simply called "pump organs". But it also lets any
musician, composer or producer have access to these fascinating instruments. Author: Shabir Malik Company: dee digital inc. Price: US$ 59 The
Pianino is based on the acoustic piano sound, but includes a full set of pedals which sound like they'd come from the great old era of acoustic pianos,
for example the distinctive Italian pianos of the turn of the century. Features: - 21 Piano samples from acoustics and electric pianos - 8 pedal samples
from acoustic and electric pianos - 64 dynamic shaders

What's New in the Peti?

￭ Peti emulates the sound of the Harmonium (from the reed organ family) ￭ There are 11 different modes of bellows pumping, 11 different reed
banks and 5 different reed timbres ￭ Peti can produce 8 different volumes simultaneously ￭ You can mute or attenuate sounds in Peti through MIDI.
￭ Peti has optimized MIDI learning and programming features which will allow the user to utilize all of the controls and parameters while using this
software ￭ Peti has "Music Structures" to help the user learn reed organ theory ￭ Peti also has a "Performance Editor" to help the user with design
and programming of musical sequences. ￭ Peti also offers dedicated buttons to pause, stop, and rewind. ￭ Peti can be used to program sequences in
computer music applications such as Sibelius, Finale, and Scorewriter, as well as other sequencers, drum machines, and other synths. ￭ Peti's been
used in many internet video and music creations, and is featured on many soundtracks as well. ￭ Peti has been featured in the following videos on: ￭
IndieGlue Music Videos ￭ Re:Mix TV ￭ The Box TV ￭ Harderegg ￭ Mallrides ￭ JapaneseBaby ￭ Some Other-Hyped Prank Note: Peti is a hybrid
FM instrument, and because of that requires a sequencer to be used with it. We recommend Finale. "Peti" comes standard with the "Peti" VSTi. Or, it
can be purchased as part of a bundled 6 instrument package that also includes the following: ￭ VooHoo: a sample library that is like a "shoebox" for
creative uses in many different computer music applications ￭ VooHoo Instrument Kits: 4 instrument kits that are useful and versatile to use for both
creating sounds and making live music. ￭ Chilla: a vintage harmonium and an 8-track recorder that will be included with the purchase. ￭ 6 Cents: a
collection of 60 cents and other metal sounds of various shapes and sizes. ￭ 6 Cents Instrument Kits: four instrument kits that will help you create a
wide variety of other
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System Requirements For Peti:

2.9 GHz CPU or faster 512 MB VRAM DirectX 9 or better 1 GB of RAM 18.0 MB install size Internet connection 1 x 17" monitor DirectX 12
Minimum Hardware Specifications Core i5-4590 NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 Windows 7 or newer 16 GB RAM 2 GB VRAM NVIDIA SLI
Minimum Software Requirements NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980 / AMD Radeon R9
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